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The Union Nationale des Jumelages proposes 
one week-end in the heart of the Volcanos of Auvergne 

from  June 15th to 19th 2011 
 

Together with the twinning association of Clermont Ferrand, the Union Nationale des Jumelages 
organises an extended week-end in Auvergne. Following visits are included in the programme : 
-  Vulcania , a European volcanos natural park will make you explore the scientific volcanos’ 
world, be initiated to the fascinating volcanology and science of the Earth and Univers. 
It is a one day excursion, transport will be provided by coach, including a guided visit and lunch. 
-  Guided tour of the city of Clermont Ferrand  
- Hiking to the Puy de Dôme mountain  or visit by car of the gorges of the Sioule  river . Please 
take hiking shoes with you. 
- The Michelin  adventure : you’ll learn about the huge history of this company, its innovations and 
its employees 
 
Accommodation  
You’ll be accommodated in the hotel Kyriad located in the city center of Clermont Ferrand. Parking 
facilities either in the hotel or in a public parking place (extra charge in both cases) 
Meals will be served either in restaurants or in the postal canteen. 
A dinner with a show will be taken in the Indian saloon in Riom. 
Drinks will be paid separately. 
 
Prices  
Accommodation in double or twin rooms (please make your choice when subscribing) : 325 €.  
Single rooms on request with extra-charge (96 €).  
Theses prices are made on a basis of 30 participants. 
An alternative for a shorter stay is possible : arrival on Friday night : 117 € (+ extra charge for single 
rooms). 
 
The trip to Clermont-Ferrand is at you own organisation. A car in Clermont Ferrand is absolutely 
necessary. Prices include fullboard accommodation from the dinner of June 15th to the breakfast of June 
19th, guided visits, the excursion to Vulcania and the dinner with show. 
 
Registration:  it is invidividual (one form for one participant) and must be sent with your full payment (325 
€ - or 117 € if you arrive on Friday night) by mail to UNJPFT, registrations will be confirmed in the order of 
arrival of subscriptions (the sooner, the better!). Please follow payment instructions as explained in the 
registration form.. You can register from now untill March 15th at the latest with the subscription form 
attached to this information letter. 
 
Insurance : The civil liability insurance of the Union Nationale des Jumelages covers every participant but 
everyone has to take its own health or cancellation  insurance  as it is personal. 
 
Cancellation : if you cancel your participation before May 15th 2011, you will be charged according to the 
expenses already made by UNJPFT, otherwise you will be charged the full price. 
 

 


